Liver in cardiopulmonary disease.
Hepatopulmonary syndrome (HPS) and portopulmonary hypertension (PoPH) are two fascinating and incompletely understood pulmonary vascular conditions seen in the setting of cirrhotic patients. Of the two HPS is more common and is primarily caused by pulmonary vasodilatation resulting in hypoxaemia and hyperdynamic circulation. PoPH is less common and conversely, pulmonary vasoconstriction and vascular remodelling occurs resulting in increased pulmonary vascular resistance. However, both conditions can co-exist and it is usually PoPH which develops in a patient with pre-existing HPS. Although these two pulmonary conditions are not common complications of chronic liver diseases, the treatment options are mainly limited to liver transplantation. Cirrhotic cardiomyopathy is closely related to haemodynamic changes in portal hypertension. The key features are normal cardiac pressures at rest, with reduced ability to compensate for physiological or iatrogenic stresses such as drug therapy or TIPSS. There is no effective therapy and outcomes after liver transplantation are variable.